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Foreword

“

The SME sector in Qatar
enjoys robust support due
to the forward-thinking,
collective efforts of QDB
and numerous other
entities operating within
the country.

SMEs are considered a vital part of any economy;
they are the backbone of business for many
nations and are the beating heart of innovation and
economic development. Supporting the growth
and development of this vital sector and helping the
companies within it to thrive requires meticulous,
robust support that ultimately offers a plethora of
financial and advisory aid and consultancy. But, at
the centre of this support will always lie venture
capital (VC).
The importance of venture capital to the success of
SMEs stems from its capability to quickly transfuse
this burgeoning sector with the funds it requires to
accelerate growth and achieve a sustainable level of
development. This fact puts VCs at the forefront of
those willing to believe in the unbound potential of startups & SMEs and the innovative offerings they bring to
market.
The SME sector in Qatar enjoys robust support due
to the forward-thinking, collective efforts of QDB and
numerous other entities operating within the country.
These organisations represent the driving force behind
the SME support ecosystem and ensure that it is riper
than ever for healthy growth. Their efforts contribute

to sustaining and developing a diverse economy by
utilising the opportunities available for the private
sector to enhance their market offerings. The SME
support ecosystem in Qatar continues to work as
one in order to underpin this important sector, as well
as establish a wider venture capital market since the
success achieved by VCs translates directly to the
future of SMEs.
The following report aims to showcase the impact of
venture investment in Qatar, the evolution of the Qatar
funding ecosystem, give an overview of the Qatar
investment landscape, and provide a map of the Qatari
ecosystem. With the increasing number of VCs and
angel investors in the market, and through the continued
efforts of the government and all key stakeholders in
the field, Qatar is headed towards a future where its
economy is thriving on a truly prosperous SME sector,
which can continue to grow and achieve sustainable
success, both locally and farther afield.

MR. ABDULAZIZ BIN NASSER AL-KHALIFA
CEO, Qatar Development Bank
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Key Stakeholders Takeaways

H.E. Ali A. Latif Al Misnad, Founder, Doha Tech Angels
Doha Tech Angels is led by a group of Qatari Investors who are leading many sectors in Qatar, both in the private and public sector.
This enables us to not only fund the startups, but also add value in other ways to contribute to their growth. The investment fund was
developed with a focus on providing seed funding for early stage startups and we are excited to work with passionate entrepreneurs that
have the drive and ambition to scale their companies. We have done many investments as of now, in Startups that are based in Qatar,
Oman, Kuwait, US, UK, and Singapore. Our portfolio of companies include startups in the Healthtec, Fintech, eCommerce and Edutech
space. Qatar and the region is a fast growing eco system for tech startups and we wish to continue to be a key stakeholder in this with
our role as an investor in early stage startups.

H.E. Reem al-Mansoori, Assistant Undersecretary of Digital Society Development, MOTC
We strive at MoTC’s Digital Society Sector to create an ecosystem where Qatari innovation can be ignited, nurtured, and transformed
into successful digital businesses. Our Smart Qatar (TASMU) program and the Digital Incubation Center are providing local startups
with new opportunities and the needed support to develop new innovations and scale them up. We are proudly incubated more than
150 local innovators, graduated 100 startups and supported them in raising more than 27M QAR. Today, we continue our journey of
building Qatar’s Digital Ecosystem by establishing impactful partnerships with local and international actors that will further connect our
entrepreneurs with new resources, talents, markets and funds.

Ibrahim Abdulaziz Al Mannai, Executive Director of Advisory & Incubation, Qatar Development Bank (QDB)
On behalf of Qatar Fintech Hub
As a “first-mover” and the second biggest Fintech investor in the MENA region, Qatar Fintech Hub is determined to continue working
towards putting Qatar on the global Fintech map and transforming it into a FinTech hub. QFTH has launched numerous incubator and
accelerator programs, in addition to multiple “hackathons” where entrepreneurs face the modern challenges facing the Fintech field,
and the winning team is awarded a chance to be incubated in QFTH incubation program. The response for these programs over the
two waves they have been held in has been overwhelmingly positive, with more than 700 applications for wave 1 and more than 500 for
wave 2, with a combined participation of over 40 start-ups from numerous countries around the world and the eligible FinTechs being
awarded investment of over QR 13 million. We believe there is great potential for growth in this domain, and we are proud that Qatar is
forging ahead to lead this growth and drive innovation in this field.
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Key Stakeholders Takeaways

Ibrahim Mohammed Hassan, Executive Director of Finance and Acting Executive Director of Investments, Qatar
Development Bank
QDB put in place what we believe to be the right investment programs to foster and support the innovation ecosystem in Qatar,
balancing developmental impact with financial return objectives. We provide funds for the development of our start-ups and SMEs,
either through equity or convertible instruments. Beyond investment, we also provide guidance and support informally but also at
governance-level; we provide contacts and share experience of other startups in similar situations. In short, we play the role of an active,
large minority equity investor. We invest in the growing and scalable sectors of the Qatar economy, and selectively in international
companies affording synergies with Qatar. We have made more than 50 such investments in the last three years. In addition, we have a
fund investment program allowing us to attract international venture capital fund managers who contribute to the growth of our digital
economy. In this program we have 7 partnerships to date. And this is only the beginning: we plan to build on our momentum to bolster
the success of Qatari entrepreneurs, start-ups and SMEs on the world stage.

Alexander Wiedmer, MD Qatar, Partner, Iris Capital
We are very pleased at Iris Capital to have found such a good business partner as Qatar Development Bank which supported us and
introduced us to this vibrant ecosystem holding so much willingness to succeed, so much promise. In 20 years as a venture capitalist
I have had the chance to work on great deals in Europe and North America as well as the Middle East, and I am excited and energized
to be in Qatar today. In the last few years of being here, I have been able to see ideas blooming into startups, and startups growing into
scale-ups, all supported by world-class acceleration programs and growing interest from regional and international venture capital
companies, ourselves included. It is a certainty that Qatar will produce some of the region’s venture success stories in the near future,
and I look forward to being a part of it!

Heba Almasri, Managing Director, Qatar SportsTech
At Qatar SportsTech, we foster the sports and entrepreneurial ecosystems through the Pre-Accelerator program, EntelaQ, and our
world-renowned Accelerator program. We have invested QR22M in 40 startups and carry a portfolio of more than QR475M. By working
together with our strategic partners, our programs provide the support for our innovative startups to build meaningful collaborations,
raise further funding, and position Qatar as a global sports hub.
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Executive Summary
Having grown 9% between 2019 and 2020, VC funding in Qatar persisted through COVID-19

Startups in Qatar raised QR22M in 2020, slightly more than the QR21M deployed in 2019. As the VC ecosystem demonstrated
resilience against the pandemic, the number of registered deals rose by two YoY to finish 2020 at 24.

Accelerators drove investment rounds in Qatar in 2020, contrary to the regional trend

In Qatar’s venture investment ecosystem, accelerated programs were responsible for 33% of all transactions. This defied the
trend noted in MENA where COVID-19 forced a slowdown of accelerator programs, with accelerated deals dropping by nine
percentage points YoY in 2020.

With reduced concentration of capital in larger deals, funding into early stage startups surged

All transactions in 2020 were in favor of early stage startups. Share of the largest five deals in total venture investment dropped
from 78% in 2019 to 63% in 2020, leaving other deals with access to more funding.

The need for digitalization in 2020 made a positive impact on the E-commerce and Home Services sectors
E-commerce startups saw 40x more funding YoY, contributing 20% of the total capital deployed in Qatar in 2020. Meanwhile,
the number of startups to raise funding from the Home Services sector went from one in 2019 to three in 2020.

2020 saw the Qatari VC ecosystem record a rare exit

Real estate venture Qproperties was acquired by Kenyan tech firm Tevalu in 2020. Across MENA, 17 exits were recorded
in the year.
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Five Year Venture Investment Impact in Qatar | 2016 - 2020

qr 211m
Capital Invested

92

Startups Funded

107

Total VC
Transactions

qr 120m
of this was invested
into funds
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QDB Investment Impact | 2016 - 2020
qr 4m

14

of this was invested
by Qatar FinTech Hub

of these were closed by
Qatar FinTech Hub

qr179m

53

# of VC Transactions

Capital Invested

qr 120m
of this was invested
into funds

02

# of Funds
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# of Fund
Investments

01

fund being the
Qatar FinTech Hub
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Qatar 5 Year Funding Evolution | 2016 - 2020

The Qatari VC ecosystem remained steady in 2020 despite the onset of COVID-19, growing 9% between 2019 and 2020
- Since 2016, the venture capital ecosystem in Qatar grew at a CAGR of 67%, considerably faster than the 4% growth rate noted across MENA
- All transactions closed in 2020 in Qatar favoured early-stage startups. Their share in total funding rose by 6% YoY

5 YR venture funding evolution in Qatar by amount (QR M) and number of deals (#)
26
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Source: MAGNiTT
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Qatar Half Year Funding Evolution | 2016 - H1 2021

Qatari startups continued on the positive trajectory established in 2020 as they raised 41% more capital in H1 2021 than in full-year 2020
- Driven by the expansion of sectoral incubation centers in Qatar, 33% of all deals were accounted for by startups graduating from accelerator programs
- This contrasted the trend across MENA where only 23% of the deals in 2020 resulted from accelerated programs

Half yearly venture funding evolution in Qatar by amount (QR M) and number of deals (#)
18
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2020 Qatar Industry Map

Industry Startups Funded in 2020 QR Funding

# Deals

% Share of
Funding in 2020

Highest Funded

Total Funding in 2020

Industries with Multiple Deals

4

Fintech

Home Services

QR 1m

QR 310 k

QR 1m

QR 310 k

QR 256k

QR 99k

Scan2Pay
Debito

2

Events

QR 1m

Four and One

Musaada
7sab

3

Embrace Doha

QR 99k

EButler

Masar

QR 300k

Customary Inc.

QR 3m

2

Snoonu

23%

F&B

20%

E-commerce

13%

Telecom

9%

Fintech

6%

Events

6%

Healthcare

6%

IoT Solutions

5%

Home
Services

QR 1.5m

Vend Station

Enterprise Software

QR 250k

E-commerce

QR 22M

Urban Point

2

QR 120k
Awalan-QA

Food & Beverage

QR 5m

Else Labs Inc.

Other Industry Deals
Telecom

QR 3m

360wifi

HR Management

QR 250k
MSW HR
Solutions

Healthcare

QR 1m

Droobi Health

Software Solutions

QR 146k

Sponix

IoT Solutions

QR 1m

Subol

Sports & Fitness

QR 146k

Classtap

Delivery & Logistics

QR 1m

Beedelivery

Construction

QR 99k

iFor Build
Corporation

Adv. & Marketing

QR 636k

Qertas

Transport

QR 99k

Ro’a Technology

4%
3%

Delivery & Logistics
Adv. & Marketing
Others
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Top 5 Deals in Qatar in 2020

The QR5M deal closed by Else Labs Inc accounted for almost a fourth of total capital deployed in Qatar in 2020
- E-commerce startups, positively impacted by the pandemic, closed two of the five top deals raised in Qatar in 2020

- The country recorded its first exit in 2020 with the QR2M acquisition of real estate startup Qproperties by Kenyan tech firm Tevalu

AMOUNT RAISED

MONTH

FUNDING STAGE

INDUSTRY

1.

QR 5.0M

January

Bridge

F&B

2.

QR 3.0M

May

Pre-SEED

Telecom

3.

QR 3.0M

August

SEED

E-commerce

4.

QR 1.5M

November

Bridge

E-commerce

5.

QR 1.0M

November

SEED

Healthcare

Source: MAGNiTT

SELECT INVESTORS
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2020 Qatari Ecosystem Map

Government initiatives and schemes are prompting the emergence of new investors and incubators in the Qatari VC ecosystem
- All investors in 2020 were based locally. Qatar Development Bank invested in the most number of startups in 2020

- Since 2015, Qatar-based startups have received funding from major international investors such as 500 startups and Modus Capital

Qatar Development Bank

11

VC & Angel Investors, Capacity building, Access
to Finance & Information

Qatar Business Incubation Center

4

Incubators and Capacity Building

Qatar Science & Technology Park

4

VC, Incubator, Research and Development

Qatar Fintech Hub

3

VCs, Angel Investor & Incubation

Qatar Sports Tech

2

Angel Investors, Incubator

360 Nautica
Angel Investor

2

Doha Tech Angels
VC & Angel Investor

1

Scale 7
Co-working Spaces & Incubator

Digital Incubation Center
Co-working Spaces & Incubator

Qatar Financial Center
Licensing and Angel Investment Club
Platform, and Co-working Space
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Key Highlights and Government Initiatives in 2020
National Guarantee Program:

EntelaQ:

In the midst of a pandemic, Qatar Development Bank launched a 100% guarantee
scheme to relieve private sector employers of the most critical short-term payments.

Leading startup accelerator and hub for innovative sports tech companies, Qatar
SportsTech, launched a pre-seed accelerator EntelaQ to help entrepreneurs develop initial prototypes into accelerator-ready pitches.

Qatar FinTech Hub:

Qatar Fintech Circle:

MENA Dojo Series A Program:

QDB’s Resilient Award:

QDB’s Virtual Investment Forum:

Global Trade Helpdesk:

In 2020, Qatar Development Bank founded a dedicated FinTech incubator and accelerator programme with the purpose of helping FinTechs succeed in Qatar and
around the world. The hub is chaired by Qatar Development Bank under the aegis
of Qatar Central Bank.

Qatar Science & Technology Park (QSTP), in partnership with global venture capital firm 500 Startups, launched the third edition of the MENA Dojo Series A Program in Kuwait. The Program is designed for startups that have reached a certain
level of scale and are likely to raise a Series A in the next nine months.

Qatar Development Bank also launched the first virtual investment platform to
connect startups and SMEs with potential investors. Aimed at enriching the entrepreneurship ecosystem in Qatar, the forum helped identify promising investment
opportunities and trends. It was attended by over a 1,000 people.

Qatar Financial Center introduced “Fintech Circle,” a co-workspace for qualifying financial technology firms to benefit from free of charge for a year.

Qatar Development Bank introduced the Resilient Award in an attempt to recognize the efforts of private sector enterprises during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The award encouraged SMEs to use sustainable business models and innovative
strategies.

Together with the International Trade Center, the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development and the World Trade Organization, Qatar Development
Bank launched the Arabic version of the Global Trade Helpdesk platform, which
aims to simplify exploring potential trade opportunities for Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises in various global markets.
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About Qatar Development Bank (QDB)

Qatar Development Bank was established in 1997 under the name Qatar Industrial Development Bank, and it is a development entity 100% owned
by the government, established to support investment in and develop local industries, and to drive economic development and diversification in
the State of Qatar with a focus on the private sector.

OUR VISION:

To develop and empower Qatari entrepreneurs & innovators
to contribute to the diversification of the Qatari economy,
through successful small and medium enterprises that are
able to compete in global markets, through:

Direct and indirect financing
of mandated sectors in
general, with a sector agnostic
approach

Promoting and
supporting exports

Providing business support,
through a set of initiatives and
services associated with real
estate development and housing
loans to citizens

Attract FDI & Increase
Digital Exports

Providing opportunities for
small and medium enterprises
domestically and globally

Enabling Business
Environment

OUR MISSION & STRATEGY:
QDB aims to improve the economic development cycle by providing entrepreneurs and SMEs with a wide range of financial and advisory products under one roof.
The Bank formulated its strategy in line with Qatar National Vision 2030, in
order to promote and facilitate development and growth within the private
sector’s activities in the main economic fields, in order to form a diversified and sustainable economy.
QDB exerted great efforts to promote entrepreneurship in the private
sector and provide services that will facilitate development, growth and diversity in the economic fields, by providing access to information, incubating and developing the capabilities of small and medium-sized companies,
and providing access to financing through direct financing, issuance of
guarantees and investment in companies. SMEs, as well as providing market access by localizing local opportunities for SMEs, opening new global
markets for Qatari exporters, and securing and financing exports.

Learn more about
QDB www.qdb.qa >>
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About Qatar Development Bank’s Investment Programs

QDB follows the same investment approach as any other venture capital investor with a developmental mindset, trying to balance financial returns with
the positive impact the investment will have on the Qatar Innovation ecosystem. QDB therefore provides equity financing for companies to grow, and it
helps investee companies by providing guidance, coaching and other value creating initiatives, as well as governance-level involvement.
This is the typical role of an active, large minority equity investor, which is the positioning QDB has. QDB achieves this purpose through two different
programs, one aimed at seed stage companies and the other at more developed SMEs, all in growth and scalable sectors of the Qatar economy, and
selectively in international companies affording synergies with Qatar. Today, QDB has approximately 30 companies backed by these two programs, in
addition to a program allowing it to invest in funds, within which it has made 7 investments in funds in Europe and North America.

SEED FUNDING | Early-stage investments
(direct channel)

SME EQUITY | Growth-stage/SME investments (direct channel)

FUND OF FUNDS | Acts as global funds
network investments (indirect channel)

Provide support and equity capital to Qatari
companies to help them start their businesses.

Provide capital to SMEs to Qatari companies
across target industries.

Eligible for Qatari companies and selectively in
international companies.

Collaboration with entrepreneurs, growth plan
management.

QDB Investments is partnering with a network of
global funds and accelerators to enhance local
entrepreneurship ecosystem development and
support Qatari entrepreneurs scaling their business in international markets.

Aims at innovative, scalable concepts with POC
& strong team/ active Qatari entrepreneur;
which offers up to QR900,000 per qualified
investment.

Eligible for Qatari companies and selectively in
international companies.
Aims at growing knowledge-based SMEs with
potential to grow in/outside Qatar; and it offers
up to QR18M per qualified investment.
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ABOUT
MAGNiTT

“Passion Provides Purpose,
But Data Drives Decisions”
MAGNiTT is a platform that empowers decision makers through
access to the most comprehensive and accurate data on
startups and venture investments
across Emerging Venture Markets.

We help:

The Team

Startups find the right investors

Investors connect with founders

Sales Managers identify and contact leads
Researchers track investments and trends
Governments conduct market research
Marketeers reach their target audience

“Emerging Venture Markets are often under-served from a data perspective. Our
solution aims to provide deep, localized, and relevant insights to our stakeholders
on the markets that matter to them.”

Our Data*

Business Solutions:

STARTUPS

Data Access
Interested in gaining access to the latest and most comprehensive data on the Emerging Venture Market startup space? Track and identify companies, investors and funding
rounds using our 4 extensive directories.

INVESTORS & ENABLERS

Research Tools
Looking to identify key trends by country, sector or investment habits? Access our
repository of 130+ research reports and use 20+ integrated analytics charts to export
your data in real time for your presentations.

Consultants prepare their presentations

18,000+
4,000+

FUNDING ROUNDS

6,000+
EXITS

200+

Philip Bahoshy | MAGNiTT CEO & Founder

Startup Resources
Starting a fundraise? Use our tools for your fundraising lifecycle, from scoping the
competition, identifying potential investors, applying to over 100+ Investors using our
investment tool and announcing your fundraise through MAGNiTT.
Marketing Outreach
Looking to get your initiative in front of the people who matter? Access the full strength
of our marketing team to support the planning, strategy and execution of your campaigns.

Choose the right Solution for you and unlock the FULL power of MAGNiTT!
*As of May 2021

CLAIM YOUR FREE TRIAL TODAY
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MAGNiTT
Methodology
MAGNiTT’s proprietary database and software
provides access to data from multiple sources:
user-submitted data verified by MAGNiTT, aggregated public information, data engineered by MAGNiTT. All non-engineered data is verified and curated with an extensive manual process for inclusion
in its analytic reports.

Data is the foundation of thriving entrepreneurship ecosystems
MAGNiTT encourages you to review the methodology and defini-

end of that quarter.

tions employed to better understand the numbers presented in this

Verified Rounds: To ensure accuracy and confidence in our

report. If you have any questions about the definitions or methodological principles used, reach out to MAGNiTT directly.

Startups and institutions list their proprietary information
on funding amount, stage, date, and investors directly
onto the MAGNiTT platform. All funding data is validated through a strict process. To ensure comprehensiveness in the data, on a quarterly basis a follow-up with all
registered and verified funding institutions on MAGNiTT
occurs, requesting details on all their investments, including stage, amount, date, and other co-investors. These
include VCs, angel groups, accelerators, university funds
and family offices for MAGNiTT’s focus geographies.

PUBLIC
We undertake daily gathering of public announcements
and press releases on the venture funding landscape
across MAGNiTT’s focus geographies.

funding round based on the following process:
- Direct confirmation with firm or investor

Below is an outline of the approach and criteria used in MAGNiTT’s research analysis
What is included: Equity financing into private companies.

PROPRIETARY

data, MAGNiTT undertakes a verification process for each

Funding rounds included must be to VC-backed companies.
VC-backed companies are defined as companies that have
received funding at any point from: venture capital firms,
corporate venture arms, or Angel investors. Where disclosed
Angel investments are made at early stage these deals are
included once verified.
Excludes: It excludes debt or other non-equity funding, lending
capital, grants and ICOs.

Exits: Buyouts, M&A, secondary rounds, and IPOs are treated
as exits: excluded from funding data, but included in exit data.

Data lags: The data contained in this report comes directly

from MAGNiTT, reported as of January 4th 2021. Data lags
are most pronounced at the earliest stages of venture activity.
The data aggregated for these rounds during the latest quarter,

- Validated if there is a 3rd party source for the investment
round from credible media sources or press releases.
- Various regulatory filings where applicable
- A round is not verified if added by a startup and has no 3rd
party reference
					
Country HQ: In each of our venture reports, the location by

which the data is analysed is based on the startup’s HQ as
chosen and verified by them and reflected on the MAGNiTT
platform. When analysing a particular geography, our research
does not include:
- Investments in startups from diaspora founders
- Funding for startups who have their main HQ outside of our
coverage with only a subsidiary or branch in that country
Historical changes: We continue to improve historical data as

we further verify our data sets and expand by geography while
reaching out to new funding Institutions. Continued improvements in our technology and data operations will lead to more
accurate and comprehensive data sets on the platform
for our research analysis.

ENGINEERED DATA

specifically with seed funding, increases significantly after the

Proprietary algorithms that tap into MAGNiTT’s databases are used to create estimates for undisclosed data with
factors including but not limited to year of funding, location of startup, stage of investment and the company’s industry. This helps portray a more accurate representation
of the full picture.

All underlying data from the report is available online via magnitt.com/funding-rounds. For more info please visit magnitt.com or
contact support@magnitt.com

If you feel your firm has been underrepresented, please send an email to support@magnitt.com and we can work together to
ensure your firm’s investment is data up-to-date
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magnitt.com
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